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• Automatically derive declarative variability rules from business process variants.
• Behavioral relations from different process variants are combined and integrated.
• The rules allow any variant in the design space defined by the input variants.
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a b s t r a c t

The existence of different process variants is inevitable in many modern organizations. However, vari-
ability in business process support has proven to be a challenge as it requires a flexible business process
specification that supports the required process variants, while at the same time being compliant with
policies and regulations. Declarative approaches could support variability, by providing rules constraining
process behavior and thereby allowing different variants. However, manual specification of these rules is
complicated and error-prone. As such, tools are required to ensure that duplication and overlap of rules
is avoided as much as possible, while retaining maintainability. In this paper, we present an approach to
represent different process variants in a single compound prime event structure, and provide a method
to subsequently derive variability rules from this compound prime event structure. The approach is
evaluated by conducting an exploratory evaluation on different sets of real-life business process variants,
including a real-life case from the Dutch eGovernment, to demonstrate the effectiveness and applicability
of the approach.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The existence of different process variants is inevitable inmany
modern organizations and in most cases even a deliberate choice.
Process variants emerge naturally due to mergers, handling of dif-
ferent products, customer-tailored services, differences in market
segments or in legislation across different countries. As such, tools
are required to help business analysts to analyze different variants
together and coherently describe each variant in such a way that
duplication of specifications is avoided as much as possible, while
retaining maintainability.

∗ Corresponding authors.
E-mail addresses: nick.vanbeest@data61.csiro.au (N. van Beest),

h.groefsema@rug.nl (H. Groefsema), luciano.garcia@ut.ee (L. García-Bañuelos),
marco.aiello@iaas.uni-stuttgart.de (M. Aiello).

For example, there are 380 municipalities in the Netherlands,
which all differ considerably with respect to demographics, eco-
nomics, etc. As a result, each municipality is allowed to operate
independently according to their local requirements. However, all
municipalities have to provide the same services and execute the
same laws. An example of such a law that is heavily subjected
to local needs is the WMO (Wet Maatschappelijke Ondersteuning,
Social Support Act, 2006). This law provides citizens with support
ranging from wheelchairs, help at home, to home accessibility
improvement. Consequently, each municipality requires its own
variant of the business process supporting this law.

In general, there are two distinct approaches to support vari-
ability. The imperative approach tries to merge all variants and
provide a so-called configurable process model that can be config-
ured pre-runtime to suit the exact needs and, thereby, generate
the specific variant. The declarative approach, on the other hand,
provides rules in which the allowed process behavior is implicitly
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represented. In this case, anything that is not constrained by rules
is allowed.

Imperative approaches quickly lead to very complex consol-
idated models, which are difficult to maintain. Declarative ap-
proaches, however, pose some design challenges as for complex
processes the amount of rules can grow considerably and the
specification of a coherent set of rules allowing each required
variant (while being compliant to laws and regulations) is all but
straightforward.

These rules can be, for example, ⟨if D then either E or F
should occur ⟩ or ⟨E should always be followed by F⟩. In
Fig. 1, two excerpts1 are shown of distinct variants of a municipal-
ity process.2 In both variants, F occurs after D eventually (i.e. some
activities may occur in between), but the order of activities in the
second variant is different: E may be followed by F eventually, but
in that case U is to be executed first. In variant 1, however, E is
always followed by F and U does not exist.

Although a natural language representation of such rules (like
shown here) is convenient with respect to readability, they are
typically formulated in technical terms like temporal logic, in order
to allow those rules to be handled by a process engine. In addition,
the example here only shows excerpts of processes and variant
1 already requires 10 rules to describe all allowed behavior and
16 rules to include the behavior allowed by variant 2 as well. For
complex business processes, the total amount of rules may easily
approach 1000. As such, it is virtually impossible for a business an-
alyst to compose and maintain these rules by hand. Consequently,
an approach is required to automatically derive variability rules
from all variants, such that the commonalities can be captured to
provide a generic set of declarative rules supporting all process
variants.

In this paper, we present an approach to automatically derive
declarative variability rules describing a set of business process
variants. As shown graphically in Fig. 2, we first obtain the behav-
ior relations of each process variant. Subsequently, the common
behavior relations for all process variants are identified. Finally,
we automatically derive declarative variability rules from the set
of common behavior relations. The declarative variability rules are
expressed in temporal logic, anddefine the specification represent-
ing all supported business process variants.

As such, the contribution of this paper is twofold: (i) it shows
how to represent different process variants by a set of common
behavior relations, and (ii) it provides a method to automatically
derive declarative variability rules from these behavior relations.

The contribution of this paper is complementary to the work
presented in [1] (marked in gray in Fig. 2), where an efficient
approach is developed to automatically check whether a certain
business process is compliant to a set of rules. That is, the rules
generated by the approach presented here are compatible with
the rules used in the method from [1], such that any other process
variant can be verified on the set of declarative variability rules to
check whether this variant is supported. As such, the methodology
presented in this paper allows to check the conformance of a new
process variant to an existing family of business process variants.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First, Sec-
tion 2 discusses a case study from the Dutch local eGovernment,
which is used as a running example throughout this paper. Section
3 describes the formal translation from a process model into a
set of behavior relations, which are used in Section 4 to compose

1 The full processes will be described in detail in Section 2.
2 The processes are depicted in Petri net notation, containing places (circles

representing conditions) and transitions (squares representing activities). Places
may contain tokens, indicated by a black dot. A transition is enabled and can ‘‘fire’’
when all its input places have at least one token. When a transition fires, one token
is removed from each input place and one token is put into each output place. A
formal definition is provided in Section 3.

a set of common behavior relations describing a set of business
process variants. Subsequently, Section 5 introduces the formal
procedure to obtain the declarative variability rules. The proposed
approach is evaluated with respect to its complexity, performance
and applicability to new process variants in Section 6 using the
process variants introduced in Section 2 and an online data set
of different business process variants. Finally, Section 7 discusses
related work, before the paper is concluded in Section 8.

2. Case study: Local eGovernment

In the Netherlands, the WMO (Wet Maatschappelijke Onders-
teuning, Social Support Act, 2006) is a law that, although defined
nationally, is executed locally at the municipalities. As such, it is
heavily subjected to local needs, resulting in different variants of
the same process for each of the 380 municipalities that exist in
the Netherlands.

Figs. 3–5 illustrate the main process flows of the WMO process
observed at three distinct municipalities. The illustrated processes
were obtained through interviews with different municipalities
located in the Northern area of the Netherlands [2,3]. The inter-
viewed municipalities differed with respect to size, population,
income, and in being urban or rural.

Fig. 3 depicts the simplest variant of the three WMO processes.
The process starts with an application procedure that determines
if the request made by the citizen falls under the WMO law. If this
is not the case, the citizen is advised by the municipality employee
towards his next steps. When the request made by the citizen is
eligible for the WMO law, the application is accepted, and a de-
cision whether to approve the requested provision is made based
upon the intake, possible requests ofmedical advice, and a possible
home visit. The request is then either approved or rejected. In case
of a positive decision, the requested provision is either arranged
directly for the citizen, or a personal budget is assigned in case of
personal care. In case of a negative decision, the citizen can appeal
the decision. If the appeal is found to have merit, the decision is
revised and the process is restarted.

Fig. 4 depicts a second variant of the WMO process. The main
difference of this variant, when compared to the variant illustrated
in Fig. 3, is the option to approve the requested provision in part.
When this option is selected, further medical advice may be ac-
quired. When the medical advice declares that the citizen qualifies
for the requested provision in full, the decision to approve in part
is revised. Another difference is included after the reverse decision
option in case of an appeal. Instead of restarting the process,
this variant only revisits the approve or reject options. Finally, an
activity is included to provide the citizen with information in case
a personal budget is assigned.

A third variant of the WMO process is illustrated in Fig. 5 and
demonstrates a large amount of diversity. In this variant, a new
branch is introduced for Directly Executable Provisions (DEP). In
case of DEP, the requested provision is directly provided without
taking the long decision making procedure. The information gath-
ering process before making a decision also includes an option
to do file research. In addition, each activity in this process can
be performed an arbitrary number of times and in any order. All
decisions in this variant are verified as well, and can be revised
before the official approval or rejection. Similar to the second vari-
ant, an option to approve in part is included. In this case, however,
the option is included after the rejection of the initially requested
provision. Similar to the second variant, the citizen is also provided
with information in case a personal budget is assigned. In addition,
a rejection is explained after a failed appeal by a citizen. Finally,
the activity of acquiring requirements of any assigned provision is
handled by the supplier without involvement of the municipality.

When analyzing the three respective business processes illus-
trated in Figs. 3–5,we can clearly see the same generic process flow
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Fig. 1. Example of variants.

Fig. 2. Method overview.

Fig. 3. WMO provision request Petri net of Municipality A.

in all three versions of the WMO process, as we highlighted the
unique features of each model in orange. Starting at the intake and
application, the generic process flow continues through decision,
approval, and finally the assignment of either the requested provi-
sion or a personal budget. Similar generic process flows can be seen
at the alternate information and advice path and the reject/appeal
path. Variations appear at the information gathering stage of the
process, where the file research, home visit, and medical advice
activities contribute to understanding the background of the cit-
izens making theWMO provision request. Other variations appear
through additional paths for approval in part, simple provision
requests (i.e., DEP requests), and decision verification. Finally, the
simplest variations appear through the inclusion of additional in-
formative activities in existing paths.

3. Obtaining behavior relations from a process

There exist multiple mainstream notations used in practice to
model business processes, which include (among others) BPMN,
EPC, and Petri nets. In this paper, Petri nets are used as we are
building on previous work, capitalizing the rich body of theory
and tools that comewith this formalism. Fortunately, the mapping
of BPMN and other notations to Petri nets has been extensively
studied elsewhere (e.g. [4–6]).

As stated in the introduction, we aim to derive declarative
variability rules from a set of input process models. From the per-
spective of a declarative set of rules, however, the allowed control-
flow is specified by the relations between activities with respect
to their allowed or constrained behavior. That is, rules are used to
specify what activities are required, what activity sequences are
not allowed in one run (conflict), which activities can be executed
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Fig. 4. WMO provision request Petri net of Municipality B.

in parallel, etc. As such, the transformation of a set of process
models into a set of declarative rules requires so-called behavior
relations to be obtained from each input model. These behavior re-
lations are then combined into a set of common behavior relations
that together represent the generic process model (as explained in
Section 4).

The required behavior relations cannot always be derived di-
rectly from process models because they may mix parallelism
and conflict over very complex topologies. Building up on early
work [7], we take the input model represented as a Petri net and
compute its corresponding set of runs, collectively represented as
a tree-like structure called a branching process. However, runs may
be infinite due to the presence of loops. Therefore, we compute a
finite prefix of a branching process, referred to as the complete pre-
fix unfolding, which is later expanded to represent one repetition
of each loop in the model at the most.

3.1. Petri nets and prefix unfoldings

Petri nets are directed digraphs containing places (circles rep-
resenting conditions) and transitions (squares representing activi-
ties). Arcs form directed edges between place and transition pairs.
Places may contain tokens. A distribution of tokens over places
is called a marking. To execute a Petri net, we say a transition is
enabled and can ‘‘fire’’ when all its input places have at least one
token. When a transition fires, one token is removed from each
input place andone token is put into each output place. Throughout
the paper, the transitions of a Petri net are labeled to explicitly
represent the name of the activity on each transition. A labeled Petri
net is defined formally as follows [8,9]:

Fig. 5. WMO provision request Petri net of Municipality C.

Definition 1 (Labeled Petri Net). A tuple (P, T , A, λ) is a labeled Petri
net, where:

• P is a set of places
• T is a set of transitions, such that P ∩ T = ∅

• A ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) is a set of arcs
• λ : T → L ∪ {τ } is a labeling function, with L being a set of

labels. A transition is said to be silent (representing internal,
unobservable system behavior), if λ(t) = τ .

The Petri net state, often referred to as the netmarking M : P → N0
is a function that associates a place p ∈ P with a natural number
(viz., place tokens). A labeled marked net N = (P, T , A, λ,M0) is a
Petri net (P, T , A, λ) togetherwith an initial marking M0. A Petri net
is said to be safe iff places hold atmost one token in every reachable
marking.

Places and transitions are referred to as nodes. The preset of a
node is denoted by •y = {x ∈ P ∪ T | (x, y) ∈ A}, and the postset of
a node is denoted by y• = {z ∈ P∪T | (y, z) ∈ A}. A+ and A∗ denote
the irreflexive and reflexive transitive closure of A, respectively. In
the following, we assume that all the Petri nets are labeled, such
that we omit the word ‘‘labeled’’.

The semantics of a Petri net are defined in terms of the set
of all possible markings of it, collected as a labeled transition
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system which is referred to as the reachability graph. In this work,
however, we rely on an alternative formulation of the semantics
of a Petri net that uses another Petri net to explicitly represent
all possible execution paths of the original net in a single tree-like
structure, called a branching process [10,11].

Fig. 6(a) and (b) present a Petri net and an excerpt of its branch-
ing process side-by-side, which will be used later on as a running
example. Intuitively, the branching process is a net that can be built
to track the execution of a given Petri net (e.g. according to the
well-known token game, where one fires transitions and moves
tokens among places). Fig. 8 illustrates the stepwise construction
of the branching process in Fig. 6(b).

Note that the branching process does have forking places but no
merging places. Petri nets with such a structure are referred to as
occurrence nets. Interestingly, the behavior relations concurrency,
conflict and causality can be precisely defined over occurrence nets
as follows:

Definition 2 (Occurrence Net, Behavior Relations). Let N = (P, T ,
A, λ) be a Petri net. N is said to be an occurrence net iff every place
p has at most one predecessor (i.e. |•p| ≤ 1) and has zero or more
successors (i.e. |p • | ≥ 0). Moreover, let x, y ∈ P ∪ T be two nodes
in N .

• The identity relation states that x is identical to itself, denoted
x = x,

• x and y are causal, written x ≤N y, iff (x, y) ∈ A+,
• x and y are in conflict, denoted x #N y, iff ∃ t, t ′ ∈ T : t ̸=

t ′ ∧ •t ∩ •t ′ ̸= ∅ ∧ (t, x), (t ′, y) ∈ A∗,
• x and y are concurrent, denoted x ∥N y, iff neither x ≤N y,

y ≤N x, x #N y, nor x = y.

Armed with the above, we can now formally present a method
to construct the branching process of a given Petri net [11]:

Definition 3 (Branching Process). Let N = (P, T , A, λN ,M0) be a
labeled Petri net. The branching process β = (B, E,G, λβ , ρ) of N
is defined by the inductive rules in Fig. 7, where:

• B is the set of conditions,
• E is the set of events,
• G denotes the flow relation of the branching process,
• ρ : B ∪ E → P ∪ T is a function that maps each node in β to

a node in N , and
• λβ denotes the labeling of events in the branchingprocess and

is computed by composing λN and ρ, i.e. λβ = λN ◦ ρ.

With abuse of notation, we will use ρ(X) as a shorthand for
{ρ(x) | x ∈ X}, with X ⊆ B ∪ E. Moreover,

For sake of clarity, the elements ofB and E in a branchingprocess
β are respectively called conditions and events. G in turn denotes
the flow relation of the branching process. Min(β) denotes the set
of minimal elements of B∪ E with respect to the transitive closure
of G. As such, Min(β) corresponds to the set of places in the initial
marking of N , i.e., ρ(Min(β)) = M0.

Fig. 8 illustrates the construction of the branching process of
the running example in a stepwisemanner. According to rule (1), a
new condition is added to the branching process for each place in
the initial marking of the Petri net. In the running example, there is
only one place in the initial marking. Henceforth, only one condi-
tion is added to the branching process as illustrated in Fig. 8(a).
According to rule (2), we select a set of (concurrent) conditions
and add a new event into the branching process. Additionally, ac-
cording to rule (3) we would add a new condition for every output
place to the transition being processed. Applying rules (2) and (3)
will result in the branching process shown in Fig. 8(b). The event
added Fig. 8(b) is referred to as event e0, and rule (2) also state that

ρ(e0) = A. Moreover, by composing ρ and λN we would carry the
labeling of nodes in β , i.e. λβ (e0) = λN (A) = A. We would proceed
by selecting the conditions that hold a token in Fig. 8(b), which we
have added in the figure to help in referencing the conditions under
consideration. Note that the conditions are concurrent (according
to Definition 2) and that tokens in the corresponding places over
the original net would enable transitions B, C and D. The three
possible events that can be added to the branching process are
referred to as possible extensions. In the figure, we illustrate how
each one of the possible extensions are added to the branching
process one after the other, applying iteratively rules (2) and (3)
ad infinitum.

Indeed, the branching process of a Petri net with cycles (like our
example) is infinite. For safe nets, however, a prefix of a branching
process fully encodes the behavior of the original net, as shown
in [12]. Such a prefix is referred to as the complete prefix unfolding
of a net. We will use βm to denote a maximal, possibly infinite,
branching process and βf to denote a complete prefix unfolding
of βm. The work reported in [11], which in turn refines the one
reported in [12], defines criteria to identify a set of events in the
prefix of an unfolding where the process can be stopped with
the assurance that the entire behavior of the original Petri net is
captured thereof. We refer the reader to the original paper [11] to
gain a full understanding on how to compute the complete prefix
unfolding βf .

The set of events that are identified as the ones where the
unfolding can be stopped are referred to as cutoff events. In the
branching process presented in Fig. 6(b), e4, e6 and e7 are cutoff
events. If we consider e4, we can see that the unfolding can be
stopped after e4 because the output conditions of e4 can be paired
with the output conditions of e0 (the colors used with the condi-
tions hint their correspondence). Intuitively, we can say that the
marking produced after e4 is already represented in the prefix, such
that continuing unfolding the net would add information that is
redundant. Note that e0 is referred to as the corresponding event of
the cutoff events e4 and e6. Similarly, the cutoff event e7 has e5 as
its corresponding event. In the following, we will refer to pairs of
cutoff/corresponding events as cc-pairs.

In [13], Nielsen et al. showed that behavior relations derived
from occurrence nets, collected in the so-called prime event struc-
ture, represent faithfully the behavior encoded by the original net.
Interestingly, a method to derive an occurrence net from a prime
event structure is also in [13], but that is out of the scope of this
work. The events in the branching process are identified as events
in the event structure and, by explicitly representing the behavior
relations in the event structure, we can just abstract away the
conditions. Such an intuition is formally captured in the following
definition:

Definition 4 (Prime Event Structure). Let β = (Bβ , Eβ ,Gβ , λβ , ρβ )
be the branching process of the net system N . Moreover, let≤β , #β
and ∥β be the behavior relations of β . The prime event structure of
β (and hence of N) is the tuple E(N) = (E,≤,#, ∥, λE ) where:

• E is the set of events of E(N) and corresponds to Eβ , i.e. E = Eβ ,
• ≤ is the causality relation restricted over E, i.e. ≤ = ≤β

∩ Eβ × Eβ ,
• # is the conflict relation restricted over E, i.e.

# = #β ∩ Eβ × Eβ ,
• ∥ is the concurrency relation restricted over E, i.e. ∥ = ∥β

∩ Eβ × Eβ , and
• λE is the labeling function restricted over E, i.e. λE = λβ |Eβ .

To represent the behavior specified by a process model, in
this work we use the prime event structure derived from the
complete prefix unfolding of the corresponding Petri net, which
is referred to as the PES prefix unfolding (PES prefix for short) of
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Fig. 6. Sample Petri net and its corresponding branching process.

Fig. 7. Inductive construction of a branching process.

Fig. 8. Stepwise construction of the branching process in Fig. 6.

Fig. 9. Excerpt of the PES prefix unfolding of Fig. 6.

a model. In [14], it is shown that silent events can be removed
in a behavior-preserving manner, under the well-known notion of
visible-pomset equivalence.3 The PES prefix unfolding of Fig. 6 is
shown graphically in Fig. 9.

In the graphical representation of an event structure, it is com-
mon to represent only the direct causal relations with straight

3 This holds if every sink event in the event structure is a visible event, which
can be ensured by adding a dummy labeled final event to the Petri net from which
the event structure is generated.

directed arcs, and not the full transitive causality relations to avoid
cluttering. For instance, we can see a directed arc connecting e0 : A
and e1 : B implying e0 ≤ e1, and also one connecting e1 : B and
e4 : τ implying e1 ≤ e4. Moreover, since causality is transitive we
know that e0 ≤ e4, although this fact is not explicitly represented.
The conflict relation is represented with dotted undirected edges.
For instance, we can infer from the graphical representation that
e1 # e3 by the presence of the dotted edge. The conflict relation is
said to be ‘‘hereditary’’, meaning that it is propagated through out
the transitive causality. For instance, we can infer that e3 and e5 are
in conflict because e2 # e3∧e2 ≤ e5 holds. Every pair of eventswith
out any direct or transitive causal or conflict relation is considered
as concurrent. This is the case of events e1 and e2 in the example
above. Finally, the PES prefix also represents the cc-pairs with red
dashed arcs. The origin of a cc-pair arc is the cutoff event, and the
head of the arc points to the corresponding event. The definition
below extends Definition 4 to carry over the information about cc-
pairs on a complete prefix unfolding.

Definition 5 (PES Prefix Unfolding). Let βf = (Bf , Ef ,Gf , λβ , ρ) be
the complete prefix unfolding of the net system N . Let Ef ⊆ Ef be
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the set of events ofβf such that e ∈ Ef iff e is labeled (i.e.λβ (e) ̸= τ ),
or e is a cutoff or corresponding event. The PES prefix unfolding of
N , denoted E(N), is defined as:

E(N) ≜ (Ef ,≤β ∩ Ef
2
,#β ∩ Ef

2
, λβ |Ef )

3.2. Identifying possible executions and elementary cycles

Since the unfolding of a branching process is stopped when the
prefix captures all existing states, it might not explicitly represent
all the behavior relations held between pairs of transitions in the
original Petri net. For instance, the occurrence of task B may be
observed causally preceding the occurrence of task D in a run
where the loop body is repeated once. Instead, in the PES prefix
we can only perceive the fact that if the loop body is executed
only once, the run would include one occurrence of task B or one
occurrence of task D, but not both.

To overcome this limitation,weneed to expand the PESprefix to
a structurewhere all the looping behavior is explicitly represented.
In the case of our running example, this would mean to build the
PES prefix shown in Fig. 10. There, we can clearly see that one
occurrence of B (e1) may causally precede one of D (e10) if the loop
iterates once.

Before discussing how the PES prefix is extended, we need to
introduce some other concepts. A state in an execution over a
branching process or a PES can also be described in terms of sets
of events that can occur together, and it is referred to as a configu-
ration. For instance, the state of the execution represented by the
branching process shown in Fig. 8(b) and (c) can be represented
by configurations {e0} and {e0, e1}, respectively. The concept of
configuration of a PES can be formally stated as follows:

Definition 6 (Configuration, Local Conf. and Conf. Extension). Let
E = (E,≤,#, ∥, λ) be a PES. A configuration C is a set events of
E , i.e. C ⊆ E, such that the following two conditions hold:

• Given an event e ∈ C , for every e′ such that e′
≤ e it implies

e′
∈ C , and

• For all e, e′
∈ C , it holds ¬(e # e′).

The local configuration of event e, denoted ⌈e⌉, refers to the set
of events that causally precedes e, i.e. ⌈e⌉ = {e′

| e′
≤ e}.

We write C ⊕ e and call it a configuration extension, iff the set
C ∪ {e} is also a configuration.

In the running example, we have that ⌈e0⌉ = {e0}, ⌈e1⌉ =

{e0, e1}, ⌈e2⌉ = {e0, e2}, so on and so forth. Moreover, we have that
the set {e0, e1, e2} is a configuration but is not a local one. We will
use F∞(E) to represent the (possibly infinite) set of configurations
of the event structure E . In case of a PES prefix E , we will use F(E)
to denote the set of all the configurations of E and Fm(E) the set of
maximal configurations with respect to set inclusion.

We write ⌈e⌉ ⇑ to denote the future of event e. Clearly, the
future of a cutoff event e is isomorphic to the future of its cor-
responding event f . Relying on such intuition, a ‘‘shift’’ operation
over configurations in a net unfolding was introduced [11], that
can be used to navigate through configurations and thus reach the
states of computation (e.g. a configuration C ∈ F∞(E)) beyond the
one explicitly represented in a complete prefix unfolding (e.g. by
applying a number of shift operations). For example, the execution
of the sequence of tasks A,D from our running example would
be associated with the configuration {e0, e3} over the PES prefix
shown in Fig. 9. If we now consider the execution of the sequence
of tasks A,D, B, we would need to consider first the configuration
{e0, e3, e7}. Since e7 is cutoff event and its corresponding event is
e0 we would need to ‘‘shift’’ from {e0, e3, e7} to {e0} and only then
extend to configuration {e0, e1}.

There are some special cases where the shift operation requires
the remapping of some events. The example shown in Fig. 11 is
one of those cases. Let us assume that we are analyzing the state of
execution represented by configuration {eB, e′

D} and that we want
to extend such configuration with event eC . Since eC is a cutoff
event, we would shift to the corresponding event. In that case, we
would need to map e′

D to eD to reflect fully the isomorphism of
the computation. To support such a mapping, we need to identify
the isomorphism of events induced by a shift operation, which
we would denote I(⌈e⌉,⌈f ⌉) for a given cc-pair (e, f ). The concrete
method to compute such isomorphism is presented in [11]. The
following definition formally captures the intuition of the full
isomorphic ‘‘shift’’ operation:

Definition 7. Let C and e be respectively a configuration and an
event of the PES prefix E . The e-shift of C , denoted Se(C), is defined
as follows:

Se(C) =

{
C if e is not a cutoff event
⌈f ⌉ ∪ I(⌈e⌉,⌈f ⌉)(C \ ⌈e⌉) if (e, f ) is a cc-pair of E

Consider again the example where we have the configuration
C = {eB, e′

D, eC } from the unfolding in Fig. 11. We want to de-
termine SeC (C), and we know that the local configuration of eC
is ⌈eC⌉ = {eB, eC }. Therefore, we would need to compute the
isomorphismof the events C\⌈eC⌉ = {e′

D}, which correspondswith
{eD} as mentioned before. Given that eA is the corresponding event
for eC we have that SeC (C) = ⌈eA⌉ ∪ {eD} = {eA, eD}, as expected.

It is therefore by using the shift operation applied over the
set of configurations, that the method introduced in [7] extends a
given PES prefix into a larger prefix that makes fully explicit every
repetitive behavior found in a process model. For convenience, we
include an adapted version of this method in Algorithm 1 that
serves this purpose. Note that the algorithm keeps track of the
configurations that it has visited by means of configuration C and
a multiset P , which we will conjointly refer to as an extended
configuration.

Algorithm 1 Identification of elementary pomsets

1: procedure EPomsets(E, C,P, var Z, var XC , var XL, var XA)
2: push(Z, C)
3: for C ⊕ e ∈ F(E) do
4: XC = XC ∪ {(C ⊕ e,P ∪ {{e}})}
5: if e is cutoff and Se(C ⊕ e) ∈ Z then
6: XL = XL ∪ {(C ⊕ e,P ∪ {{e}})}
7: else if Se(C ⊕ e) ∈ Fm(E) then
8: XA = XA ∪ {(Se(C ⊕ e),P ∪ {{e}})}
9: else

10: EPomsets(E, Se(C ⊕ e),P ∪ {{e}},Z,XC ,XL,XA)
11: end if
12: end for
13: pop(Z)
14: end procedure

To illustrate how Algorithm 1 works, we will use the set of
configurations of the running example, and their configuration
extensions. The procedure EPomsets takes as parameters the orig-
inal event structure E , an extended configuration represented by
the set C and the multiset P , a stack Z and the sets of extended
configurations XC , XL and XA. The procedure is initially called
with an extended configuration set based on the empty configu-
rations (both set C and multiset P). That initial extended configu-
ration corresponds to the left-most node in Fig. 12. Conceptually,
EPomsets performs a depth-first search traversal over extended
configurations by applying the configuration extension (or shift
when required) operation. The stackZ explicitly keeps track of the
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Fig. 10. Expanded PES prefix unfolding for PES prefix from Fig. 9.

Fig. 11. Example of isomorphism (a) and its unfolding (b).

traversal. In line 3, EPomsets processes each one of the possible
configuration extensions. For our running example, there exists
only one possible configuration extension: {}⊕e0. Note that in line
4, the tuple ({e0}, {{e0}}) is added to XC . In fact, XC stores explicitly
all the extended extensions. It is also worth noting that the arcs of
the graph in Fig. 12 correspond to the subset relation between the
configurations. In line 5, the algorithm analyzes the case where a
cutoff event and the shift operation over the configuration to be
explored has been already visited before, i.e. Se(C ⊕ e) is already in
the stack Z . Note that in this case, we are looping back to the entry
point of a repetitive behavior, e.g. when we shift from e4 or e7 to e0
in our example.

Note that not all shift operations are necessarily entailing repet-
itive behavior. That is, there are cases where the shift operation
will move to another branch in the unfolding to progress forwards.
However, when the configuration derived with a shift operation
is already stored in Z we can be sure that we have identified
an (elementary) cycle (see [7]). In line 6, we add the extended
configuration (C ⊕ e,P ∪ {{e}}) to XL, which clearly stores the
extended configurations characterizing that loop back, defining
thus the inherent repetitive behavior. With abuse of notation, we
will use entry(L) to the denote the extended configuration that
corresponds to the entry point to looping behavior induced by the
extended configuration L ∈ XL. In lines 7 and 8, the algorithm
checks if we have reached a maximal configuration in which case
we add it to XA, which stores the extended configurations that
reach a state where the computation stops.

At the end of Algorithm 1, we would have navigated all the
(elementary) cycles and collected all the extended configurations
XC , the setXL of extended configurations defining repetitive behav-
ior, and the set XA of extended configurations that correspond to
maximal behavior. In such behavior,we stopped the cycleswithout
letting them reach a maximal behavior. However, it is possible to
complete the set of extended configurations to represent one full
repetition of every (elementary) cycle by combining the informa-
tion of the three sets XC , XL and XA as follows:

Definition 8. Let C = (C,P) and C ′
= (C′,P ′) be extended

configurations. The union of extended configurations C and C ′ is
defined as C ⊎ C ′

= (C ∪ C′, (P \ C) ∪ P ′).

Fig. 12. Example of configuration extensions.

Moreover, let XC , XL and XA be the set of extended configura-
tions of an event structure E . The set of extended configurations
with loops unfolded one iteration is given by:

• X̂C = { entry(L) ⊎ C | L ∈ XL ∧ C ∈ XC : entry(L) ⊂ C }

• X̂L = { L ⊎ L′
| L, L′

∈ XL : entry(L) ⊆ entry(L′) }

• X̂A = XA ∪ { L ⊎ A | L ∈ XL, A ∈ XA : entry(L) ⊂ entry(A) }

Fig. 12 illustrates the use of the definition above: Algorithm
1 would identify the extended configurations with black borders,
and we will use Definition 8 to compute the extended configura-
tions with blue borders and beyond.

The set of extended configurations form a sort of lattice. Fol-
lowing the ideas in [13], we can derive an event structure from a
lattice: the events correspond to the prime configurations, which
in our case correspond to extended configurations associated with
local configurations. The causal relation can be derived straightfor-
wardly from the containment relation. Two events are concurrent
if they converge to the same maximal extended configuration and
are in conflict otherwise. If a prime configuration is associated
with the local configuration ⌈e⌉ then it can be labeled with λE (e).
With this method it is hence possible to derive the event structure
in Fig. 10 for our running example. Hereinafter, we will use Ê to
denote the event structure that explicitly represents one iteration
of every (elementary) cycle in the behavior. For convenience, we
will use L(Ê) to denote the set of events in the body of a loop. The
body of the loop defined by an extended configuration L ∈ XL is
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Table 1
CPES events.
e ∈ EV λV

{A1}, {A2}, {A1, A2} A
{B1}, {B2}, {B1, B2} B
{C1}, {C2}, {C1, C2} C
{X1} X
{Y2} Y

the set of extended configurations C ∈ XC such that entry(L) ⊂ C
and C ⊂ L.

4. Creating a set of common behavior relations

To capture the generic behavior between multiple business
processes, we merge the behavior of each input process by com-
bining each input PES prefix unfolding into a Compound Prime Event
Structure (CPES). A CPES can be formally defined as follows:

Definition 9 (Compound Prime Event Structure). Let V = {Ê(N0),
. . . , Ê(Nn)} be a set of PES prefix unfoldings. A compound prime
event structure over V is a quadruple EV = (EV ,

t
−→,−→, λV ),

where:

• EV =

{
e ⊆

⋃
Ê(Ni)∈V

Ei | e ̸= ∅ ∧ ∀e, e′
∈ e H⇒ λ(e)

= λ(e′)
}
is the combined set of events, with Ê(Ni) = (Ei,≤i

,#i, λi),
•

t
−→= {<d,≤,#, ∥} defines the types of relations, where:

– e <d e′ denotes a direct causality relation, such that
for a PES prefix unfolding Ê(Ni) : em ∈ e ∩ Ei ∧ en ∈

e′
∩ Ei ∧ em < en ∧ ∀e ∈ ⌈en⌉ \ ⌈em⌉ H⇒ λ(e) = τ

– e ≤ e′ denotes a causality relation, i.e. the transitive
closure of<d

– e # e′ denotes a conflict relation, such that for a PES
prefix unfolding Ê(Ni) : em ∈ e∩Ei∧en ∈ e′

∩Ei∧em # en,
– e ∥ e′ denotes a concurrent relation, such that for a PES

prefix unfolding Ê(Ni) : em ∈ e∩Ei∧en ∈ e′
∩Ei∧em ∥ en,

• −→ is the set of relations existing between all events EV×
t

−→

×EV ,
• λV is a labeling function over e ∈ EV such that λV (e) = λi(e)

when e ∩ Ei = {e} of the PES prefix unfolding Ê(Ni).

A CPES EV over a set of PES prefix unfoldings V = {E0, ..., En}
combines the set of events and relations from all PES prefix un-
foldings.

Consider, for instance, the two variants shown in Fig. 13. In Vari-
ant 2, X has been replaced by Y . As such, the combined set of events
EV and the corresponding label λV can be represented as shown in
Table 1. Note that the set e ismaximal and uses all required subsets
of individual events. The necessity for that becomes clear when
obtaining the set of relations−→ between events. Despite involving
the same activities (w.r.t. their label), some relations hold for both
variants and some for only a single variant. The resulting set of
events (given in Box I) is, as a consequence, different.

The relations between two events e and e′ enumerated above
can be summarized using their labels, which results in a set of
relations that exist between pairs of events with labels λ(e) and
λ(e′) as shown in Table 2.

We define an additional function, that allows us to retrieve the
set of input event structures in which a certain relation occurs:

Definition 10. V |R (eRf) = {Ê(Ni) | ∃e ∈ e, f ∈ f : eRif ∧eRf ∈→

}.

Table 2
Relations between all events −→.

A X Y B C

A {∥} {<d,≤} {<d,≤} {≤} {≤}

X {>d,≥} {∥} {} {<d,≤} {≤}

Y {>d,≥} {} {∥} {<d,≤} {≤}

B {≥} {>d,≥} {>d,≥} {∥} {<d,≤}

C {≥} {≥} {≥} {>d,≥} {∥}

For example, V |R ({A1} <d {X1}) = {Ê(N1)}. That is, the
direct causality between A and X occurs in Ê(N1) only. Similarly,
V |R ({A1, A2} ≤ {B1, B2}) = {Ê(N1), Ê(N2)}, indicating that the
transitive causality between A and B occurs in both input event
structures.

In addition, we define a function that returns the set of input
event structures in which a given label occurs.

Definition 11. V |λ (l) = {Ê(Ni) | ∃e ∈ Ei : λi(e) = l}.

For example,we can obtain the set of input event structures that
contain an event with the same label as X1 using V |λ (λ(X1)) =

{Ê(N1)}. Similarly, the set of input event structures that contain an
event with the same label as C1 can be obtained by V |λ (λ(C1)) =

{Ê(N1), Ê(N2)}.

5. Declarative variability rules

To represent the behavior of a family of related business pro-
cesses as a set of declarative variability rules, we use a branching-
time temporal logic. Branching-time temporal logics specify events
over future states on branching paths, or tree-like structures,
where each branch represents a possible execution path. As such,
it is very suitable for defining possible execution paths by spec-
ifying temporal relations between events. One of the most no-
table branching-time temporal logics is Computation Tree Logic4
(CTL) [16], which is often used with formal verification. CTL is
especially useful when considering structural properties [17] over
the different possible branching constructs contained in business
process models.

Definition 12 (CTL Syntax). The language of well-formed CTL
formulae is generated by the following grammar, assuming p ∈ AP:

φ ::= ⊤ | ⊥ | p | (¬φ) | (φ ∧ φ) | (φ ∨ φ) | φ ⇒ φ | φ ⇔ φ |

AXφ | EXφ | AGφ | EGφ | AFφ | EFφ | A[φ U φ] | E[φ U φ]

CTL is equipped with four temporal operators:

– Xφ Nexttime: φ has to hold at the next state.
– Gφ Globally: φ has to hold on every state of the

subsequent path.
– Fφ Future: φ eventually has to hold in a future

state.
– [φ U φ′

] Until: φ has to hold until φ′, which holds at a
state on the path from the current state or the
current state itself.

Each temporal operator ψ in CTL is paired with an operator
φ over paths. Operators over paths specify whether some or all
branches possess properties starting at the current state. CTL de-
fines the following operators over paths:

4 The semantics of CTL are defined on a Kripke structure, which is shown
formally in Appendix A. The class of CTL formulas used throughout this paper
require a Kripke structure with a business process specific labeling known as a
transition graph [15,1]. A transition graph is a Kripke structure obtained from a
Petri net which maintains parallel and local next behavior (i.e., the next activity
occurrence within a single branch) of business process models.
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Fig. 13. Linear variants.

{A1} <d {X1} {A1, A2} ≤ {C1, C2} {Y2} ≤ {B2} {C1} ∥ {C1}

{A2} <d {Y2} {X1} ≤ {C1} {B1, B2} ≤ {C1, C2} {A2} ∥ {A2}

{X1} <d {B1} {Y2} ≤ {C2} {A1} ∥ {A1} {Y2} ∥ {Y2}

{Y2} <d {B2} {A1} ≤ {X1} {X1} ∥ {X1} {B2} ∥ {B2}

{B1, B2} <d {C1, C2} {A2} ≤ {Y2} {B1} ∥ {B1} {C2} ∥ {C2}

{A1, A2} ≤ {B1, B2} {X1} ≤ {B1}

Box I.

– Aψ All: ψ holds on all paths flowing from the
current state.

– Eψ Exists: ψ holds on at least one path flowing
from the current state.

Given a CPES EV = (EV ,
t

−→,−→, λV ) over V = {Ê(N0), . . . ,
Ê(Nn)} with Ê(Ni) = (Ei,≤i,#i, λi), we define the declarative
variability rules as seven types of CTL formulae that together de-
scribe a family of relatedbusiness processes. Since CTL reasons over
properties in all or some paths, we first specify upper bound rules
for all paths starting at, and leading to, events. These two types,
immediate response (Definition 13) and precedence (Definition 14),
define the possible execution paths thatmay occur by enumerating
all possible direct causality relations from each event in maximal
sets of events with equal labels.

Definition 13 (Immediate Response). Immediate response rules,
AG(λV (P) ⇒ φ), are CTL formulae such that:

φ =

{
A[(λV (P) ∨ τ ) U (

⋁
q∈Q λV (q))] iff S = ∅

AF (
⋁

q∈Q λV (q)) otherwise

• P ⊆ EV where for all p, p′
∈ P : λV (p) = λV (p′) and P is

maximal with respect to set inclusion,
• Q = {q | q ∈ EV ∧ ∃p ∈ P : p <d q} holds all direct causal

events, and
• S = {s | s ∈ EV ∧ ∃p, p′

∈ P, q ∈ Q , r, r ′
∈ EV : V|R(p <d

q)∩V|R(r <d s)∩V|R(p′
∥ r ′) ̸= ∅∧λV (r) = λV (r ′)∧λV (s) =

λV (q) ∧ λV (p′) ̸= λV (r ′)} holds all synchronizing events.

For example, consider activity A of Fig. 13, which exists in both
variants but is followed by different activities. To create an immedi-
ate response rule for this activity, the set P consists of the maximal
set of events in the CPESwith the label A, i.e. {{A1}, {A2}, {A1, A2}}.5
With abuse of notation,weuseλV (P) to denote the label of each p∈

P . The set Q , in turn, holds all events for which there exist a direct
causal relation with any event in P . Since {A1} <d {X1} holds for
Variant 1, and {A2} <d {Y2} holds for Variant 2, the set Q consists
of {{X1}, {Y2}}. As a result, we can deduce the following immediate
response rule:

AG(A ⇒ A[(A ∨ τ ) U (X ∨ Y )])

Although this rule works well for verifying the order of events
in sequences, the order of events cannot be guaranteed in case of
synchronization between concurrent paths. As such, events where
parallel paths synchronize may be waiting for one of the branches
to complete when all other concurrent branches have already

5 We use subscript to denote which event occurred in which variant.

completed. For example, consider activity B of Fig. 14, which is
followed by activity D in both variants.

In this example, activity D may be waiting for activity C, even
though B already executed and B is direct causal to D. In this case,
an immediate response relation as specified above would not hold
for any of the already completed branches, as the synchronizing
event is not the immediate response event. Instead, an activity in
the uncompleted branch is the event that will be executed next
(activity C in this example).

Therefore, the immediate response type where parallel paths
synchronize requires an alternate (eventual) representation to al-
low for possible parallel branches to finish. Here, the set P consists
of {{B1}, {B2}, {B1, B2}}. Since {B1, B2} <d {D1,D2} holds, the set
Q consists of {{D1,D2}}. In this case, however, there is parallel
behavior and Q includes synchronizing events. As such, we intro-
duce a set S to account for the synchronization of different parallel
branches. To find the synchronizing events for Variant 1, we know
that {B1, B2} <d {D1,D2}, {X1} <d {D1}, and {B1} ∥ {X1} hold.
As a result, we can find p = {B1, B2}, p′

= {B1}, q = {D1,D2},
r = {X1}, and r ′

= {X1}, giving us s = {D1} as synchronizing event
of Variant 1. Similarly, for Variant 2 we find s = {D2}. As a result,
the set S consists of {{D1}, {D2}}. Using P , Q and S, we can deduce
the following immediate response rule:

AG(B ⇒ AF D)

Definition 14 (Precedence). Precedence rules, ¬E[¬(
⋁

q∈Q λV (q))
U λV (P)], are CTL formulae such that:

• P ⊆ EV where for all p, p′
∈ P : λV (p) = λV (p′) and P is

maximal with respect to set inclusion, and
• Q = {q | q ∈ EV ∧ ∃p ∈ P : q <d p} holds all direct causal

events.

For example, consider a precedence rule for activity B of Fig. 13.
In this case, the set P consists of {{B1}, {B2}, {B1, B2}}. Since {X1} <d
{B1} holds for Variant 1, and {Y2} <d {B2} holds for Variant 2, the
set Q consists of {{X1}, {Y2}}. As a result, the following precedence
rule is created:

¬E[¬(X ∨ Y ) U B]

Next, we specify the lower bound rules. These two types, exists
immediate response (Definition 15) and exists eventual response
(Definition 16), define the mandatory responses between events
that must occur in some paths by iterating over pairs of event for
which causality relations exists in all business processes in the
family.

Definition 15 (Exists Immediate Response). Exists immediate re-
sponse rules, AG(λV (p) ⇒ E[(λV (p) ∨ τ ) U λV (q)]), are CTL
formulae such that:
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Fig. 14. Parallel variants.

• p, q ∈ EV : p <d q, i.e., direct causal relations exist, and
• V|λ(λV (p)) = V|R(p <d q), i.e., for all PES prefix unfoldings

that contain p, p <d q holds.

For example, consider an exists immediate response rule for
activities X and B of Fig. 13. In this case, it is clear that {X1} <d {B1}

holds, but it is also clear that there exists no such relation for B of
Variant 2. This is true, because X only exists in Variant 1. However,
sincewe define the exists immediate response rule using an implica-
tion, we only require the direct causality relation to hold for those
variants in which X exists. That is, we require the set of PES prefix
unfoldings in which X exists (i.e., V|λ(X)) to be equal to the set for
which the relation {X1} <d {B1} holds (i.e, V|R({X1} <d {B1})).
Here this condition holds, causing the following exists immediate
response rule to be deduced:

AG(X ⇒ E[(X ∨ τ ) U B])

Definition 16 (Exists Eventual Response). Exists eventual response
rules, AG(λV (p) ⇒ EFλV (q)), are CTL formulae such that:

• p, q ∈ EV : p ≤ q ∧ ¬(p <d q), i.e., causal relations exist,
• V|λ(λV (p)) = V|R(p ≤ q), i.e., for all PES prefix unfoldings

that contain p, p ≤ q holds, and
• ∄q′, r, r ′

∈ EV : (V|λ(λV (p)) = V|R(p ≤ r)) ∧ (V|λ(λV (r ′)) =

V|R(r ′
≤ q′))∧ λV (r) = λV (r ′)∧ λV (q) = λV (q′), i.e., there is

no r that can create two rules which together imply this rule.

For example, consider an exists eventual response rule between
activities A and B of Fig. 13. It is clear that {A1, A2} ≤ {B1, B2}

holds, and includes all PES prefix unfoldings that contain A, while
{A1, A2} <d {B1, B2} does not hold. To prevent the creation of large
amounts of redundant rules, an additional condition is included.
This condition makes sure that we only create exists eventual re-
sponse rules when the rule cannot be described by several similar
rules. That is, this condition requires that there is no r for which
{A1, A2} ≤ r and r ≤ {B1, B2} holds in all PES prefix unfoldings
that contain A and λV (r), respectively. In this case, the condition
holds because no lower bound rule can be specified from activity
A to a consecutive activity, since it is followed immediately by
different activities in the two variants. As a result, the following
exists eventual response rule can be deduced:

AG(A ⇒ EFB)

Next, we specify the concurrency rules (Definition 17). This
type defines the possible simultaneous execution of activities by
iterating over pairs of events for which concurrent relations exists
in all business processes in the family. Note that the concurrency
rule requires a possible concurrent execution. This requirement
is strong enough to enforce their existence in separate parallel
branches structurally.

Definition 17 (Concurrency). Concurrency rules, EF(λV (p)∧λV (q)),
are CTL formulae such that:

• p, q ∈ EV : λV (p) ̸= λV (q) ∧ V = V|R(p ∥ q), i.e., p ∥ q holds
always between disjointed events.

For example, consider a concurrency rule for activities B and C
of Fig. 14. It is clear that {B1, B2} ∥ {C1, C2} holds and includes all
PES prefix unfoldings. In addition, λV ({B1, B2}) ̸= λV ({C1, C2}) also
holds.We include this additional requirement, because eventsmay
be concurrent with itself in PES prefix unfoldings. Note that these
requirements are not true for the activities B and X or B and Y, and
that concurrency rules cannot be created for those activities. As a
result, only the following concurrency rule is created:

EF(B ∧ C)

Next, we specify the conflict rules (Definition 18). This type
excludes activities from executing in the same path by iterating
over pairs of events forwhich conflict relations exist for all business
processes in the family that contain both events. Although the
conflict type only defines a conflict in a single direction (i.e., from p
to q), the symmetry of the conflict relation ismaintainedwithin the
CPES, which ensures the inclusion of the specification in the other
direction.

Definition 18 (Conflict). Conflict rules, AG(λV (p) ⇒ AG ¬λV (q)),
are CTL formulae such that:

• p, q ∈ EV : p # q, i.e., conflict relations exist, and
• V|λ(λV (p)) ∩ V|λ(λV (q)) = V|R(p # q), i.e., for all PES prefix

unfoldings that contain p and q, p # q holds.

For example, consider possible conflict rules for activities B and
X of Fig. 15. It is clear that {B2} # {X2} and {X2} # {B2} hold, but
also that such a conflict relation does not exist for Variant 1. This is
true, because X only exists in Variant 2. However, we only require
the conflict relation to hold for those variants inwhich both B andX
exist. Since this is only the case for Variant 2, the following conflict
rules are created:
AG(B ⇒ AG ¬X)
AG(X ⇒ AG ¬B)

Finally, we specify the cyclic rule (Definition 19). This type
defines repetition of activities in the form of cycles that hold for all
business processes in the family by requiring the activity to some-
times hold, then release, and hold again. Note that this type only
specifies repetition of an activity itself because the exists immediate
response and exists eventual response types already implicitly define
repetition between different activities in cycles.

Definition 19 (Cyclic). Cyclic rules, AG(λV (p) ⇒ E[λV (p) U
E[¬λV (p) U λV (p)]]), are CTL formulae such that:

• p ∈ EV ∧ ∀Ê(Ni) ∈ V|λ(λV (p)), ∃e ∈ p : e ∈ L(Ê), i.e., for all
PES prefix unfoldings that contain p, it is in a cycle.

For example, consider a cyclic rule for activity B of Fig. 16. In
this case, p can be either {B1}, {B2}, or {B1, B2}. However, since we
require an event e in p forwhich e is contained in the set of events in
the loop L(Ê) of each PES prefix unfolding that contains the label
of p, only the latter set will produce a cyclic rule. That is, the set
{B1, B2} contains B1 which is in the loop of Variant 1 and B2 which
is in the loop of Variant 2. As a result, the following cyclic rule is
created:

AG(B ⇒ E[B U E[¬B U B]])
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Fig. 15. Exclusive variants.

Fig. 16. Cyclic variants.

The resulting set of variability rules, denoted by V , is considered
to be the basic set of rules required to define a coherent, yet
variable, family of business processes. Other, more strict, rules
can, however, easily be included on a per application case basis.
For example, a rule could be included to enforce the exclusion of
unrelated events, i.e., the exclusion of events that did not appear
together in any PES prefix unfolding. In this way, rules can be
introduced for any combination of relations and existence of events
with certain labels. However, as additional rules are introduced,
the variability rules becomemore strict, allowing a smaller range of
variants. The decision of introducing additional rules is, therefore,
left to be considered per application case.

6. Evaluation

We demonstrate the presented approach by conducting an ex-
ploratory evaluation on different sets of real-life business process
variants. First, we use the real-life process models from eGov-
ernment presented in Section 2 to assess the performance and
number of produced variability rules for each type of rules. We
subsequently illustrate the potential applications of the approach,
by first combining two variants and then introducing a fourth
eGovernment variant and assessing their conformance with the
variability specification obtained from the first three variants. Fi-
nally, we perform a number of experiments on a large data set
containing different sets of process variants, to explore the relation
between the type and amount of rules for specifications with in-
creasing amounts input variants having an increasing complexity.

6.1. Tool implementation

The automated generation of specifications is realized both as
a standalone Java package called ProVariant6 and as a plugin
in the Apromore advanced business process analytics platform7.
For the evaluation, we use the plugin in Apromore, as it features a
convenient graphical user interface.

Apromore is an open-source and extensible online platform,
comprising state-of-the-art capabilities for managing and ana-
lyzing large process model collections. The presented approach
complements a wide range of existing capabilities provided by
Apromore, like process model merging, simulation and similarity
search [18]. The plugin takes as input a set of Petri net models in
PNML format.8 Its output is the generated set of variability rules,
as formally defined in Definitions 13 to 19.

Although the approach requires PNML models as input, the
modeling languages supported are BPMN, CPF, EPCs, Petri nets and
YAWL as Apromore offers conversions from any of these formats

6 Available at http://www.hgroefsema.nl
7 http://apromore.org/
8 For a detailed description of the PNML standard, see http://www.pnml.org/

Table 3
Output of variability rules for each individual process.
Models # Im.Resp. Prec. ∃ Im.Resp. ∃ Evt.Resp. Conf. Conc. Cyc. Total

A CTL 20 20 31 0 54 0 9 134
|E| 21 21 21 0 10 0 9 21

B CTL 23 23 38 0 88 0 8 180
|E| 24 24 24 0 21 0 8 24

C CTL 28 28 55 0 140 0 10 261
|E| 29 29 29 0 26 0 10 29

to the required PNML format. As such, the implementation of the
specification generation approach presented here is independent
of the process model input-format used.

6.2. Variability rules

To evaluate the variability rules generated by our method, we
used the model of Municipality A as the general case, where Mu-
nicipality B andMunicipality C are variants. In Table 3, an overview
is provided of the rules generated for the individual models. For
eachmodel, all existing response relations can be covered by exists
immediate response, as there is only onemodel involved and, hence,
no variability. Consequently, there are no exists eventual response
rules for each individual model. Furthermore, none of the models
have concurrent activities. Municipality C has the most activities,
of which the majority is involved in (multiple) loops. This is repre-
sented by themuchhigher number of exists immediate response and
conflict rules, particularly when compared to the involved events.

Subsequently, we have created three distinct variability rule
sets. The first rule set combines Municipality A andMunicipality B,
which show low variability (i.e., the amount and complexity of the
differences between the two models is relatively low). The second
rule set concerns Municipality A and Municipality C, which show
high variability (i.e., the amount and complexity of the differences
between the two models is relatively high). The third rule set
combines all threemodels. Table 4 provides an overview of the sets
of variability rules produced for each combination of models.

It is easy to see that the amount of immediate response and
precedence rules is dependent on the amount of different activities
throughout all models. The amount of conflict rules are depen-
dent on the model with the least amount of conflicts, as those
are restrictive and should adhere to the least restrictive model
(Municipality A).

Clearly, an increasing variability and complexity results in a
gradually increasing number of rules. Furthermore, Municipality C
differs much more from Municipality A than Municipality B does,
which is clearly shown by the number of rules resulting from the
case featuring Municipality A and C. The amount of rules here are
almost identical to the amount of rules required for the third case
involving all models. Consequently, it can be observed that most of

http://www.hgroefsema.nl
http://apromore.org/
http://www.pnml.org/
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Table 4
Output of variability rule sets composed of different processes.

Models # Im.Resp. Prec. ∃ Im.Resp. ∃ Evt.Resp. Conf. Conc. Cyc. Total

1 A,B CTL 23 23 30 1 72 0 6 155
|E| 24 24 24 2 13 0 6 24

2 A,C CTL 29 29 37 2 126 0 8 231
|E| 30 30 29 4 19 0 8 30

3 A,B,C CTL 30 30 35 2 124 0 5 226
|E| 31 31 28 4 20 0 5 31

Table 5
Amount of overlapping rules between different variability rule sets.
Rule sets Im.Resp. Prec. ∃ Im.Resp. ∃ Evt.Resp. Conf. Conc. Cyc. Total

1 vs. 2 42% 38% 69% 67% 71% N.A. 71% 62%
1 vs. 3 53% 49% 74% 69% 73% N.A. 73% 67%
2 vs. 3 68% 64% 94% 100% 98% N.A. 77% 88%

Municipality B fits within the behavior of both Municipality A and
Municipality C, as the addition of Municipality B to the variability
case hardly changes the required amount of rules.

Table 5 shows the percentage of overlapping rules between a
pair of rule sets. Rule sets 1 and 2 show a total overlap of 62%,
i.e., 62% of the rules are common between both rule sets. This does
also take into account partial overlap between rules: when addi-
tional events are included as a possible preceding or responding
event, the existing rules are extendedwithout requiring additional
rules.

Rule sets 1 and 3 show already a slightly higher overlap (67%),
as rule set 3 also includes B. It can be observed that this has a sig-
nificant impact on the amount of overlapping immediate response
and precedence rules. The differences between rule set 2 and 3
are significantly smaller with a total overlap of 88%, which can be
explained by the inclusion of the most deviant municipality (i.e. C)
in both rule sets.

This strongly supports the case of the necessity of such variabil-
ity rule sets, as roughly the processes are similar across different
municipalities, but differ with respect to details and municipality
specific policies. Consequently, a generic variability rule set (like
rule set 3) allows for support of all variants, while maintaining the
common control-flow.

6.3. Verification of a combined process variant

In addition to providing a declarative variability rule set for a
family of process variants, the approach presented in this paper
allows us to verify whether certain process variants are compliant
with the variability rules and, as such, check the conformance of
a new process variant to an existing variability rule set. In [1],
an approach is presented to verify the compliance of an existing
business process with respect to a set of rules specified using the
temporal logic CTL. The input consists of a business process model
and a set of CTL rules. The output contains an overview of all rule
evaluations (i.e. true or false) along with a detailed counter
example describing the corresponding faulty path for each rule
that evaluates to false.

The verification approach is implemented both as a standalone
Java package (Available online at http://www.hgroefsema.nl) and
as a plugin in Apromore. The CTL rules required for the verification
plugin are compatible with the CTL rules produced in this paper
and can, as such, be used as a toolchain together with the approach
presented here.

Let us assume a scenario where a municipality wants to use a
part of the process as specified by Municipality A and part of the
process as specified by Municipality C. This combined variant is
graphically represented in Fig. 17. Using the variability rules as

Fig. 17. Municipality C combined with A.

obtained in Section 6.2, we employ the method presented in [1] to
verify whether this combined variant conforms to the variability
rules obtained from municipalities A through C.

The variability rules obtained from municipalities A to C were
imported in Apromore, together with the new combined process
model. Subsequently, the model shown in Fig. 17 was verified
against the CTL rules. The verification revealed that the behavior
allowed by the model in Fig. 17 is supported by the rules obtained
from rule set 3 above.9 That is, each of the 212 rules holds for the
combined process model.

This result was expected, as the combined model does not
contain any new behavior. All paths shown in Fig. 17 already occur
in Municipality A (Fig. 3) or Municipality C (Fig. 5) and are, as
such, supported by the rules. Consequently, the use of declarative
variability rules allows to define the ‘‘boundaries’’ of the behavior
as specified in the input variants, and allows all behavior ‘‘in
between’’.

6.4. Verification of a new process variant

Now let us assume a different variant representing the business
process as executed bymunicipality D, which is shown graphically

9 Under condition of some fairness assumptions on loops.

http://www.hgroefsema.nl
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Fig. 18. WMO provision request Petri net of Municipality D.

in Fig. 18. Although this variant appears to have many commonal-
ities with the other municipalities (shown in Figs. 3–5), there are
a number of distinct features to be identified. Again, we employ
the method presented in [1] to verify whether municipality D
conforms to the variability rules obtained from municipalities A
through C. This approach then allows us to identify the differences
and, as such, the parts of the process of municipality D that are not
compatible with the rules.

The variability rules obtained from municipalities A to C were
imported in Apromore, together with the processmodel ofmunic-
ipality D. Subsequently, the model of municipality D was verified
against the CTL rules. A total of 31 rules failed to import, because
their source event is absent in the model of municipality D. How-
ever, these all naturally evaluate totrueunder the absence of their
source events. These rules involve the events E, Za, Zb, Zc , T , U ,
V , W , X and Y . Out of 226 rules (cf. rule set 3, Table 4), 16 failed
(i.e. evaluated to false). These failing rules involved the newly
introduced events Zd and Ze, the path from B leading to C and
below, and the loop from Z to F without Za. The affected process
parts are highlighted in orange in Fig. 18.

It is clear that, with proper interpretation, the use of a declar-
ative variability rule set results in very precise feedback on the
parts of the new process variant that are not conformant with the
variability rule set: it not only shows which events are misplaced,
inserted ormissing, it also indicates which paths are invalid for the
new process variant.

6.5. Evaluation on multiple data sets

In this subsection, we perform a number of experiments on
the data set provided in [19] and online,10 to explore the relation
between the type and amount of rules for rule sets with increasing
amounts input variants having an increasing complexity.

First, we explore the amount of rules generatedwhen compared
to the size, complexity and number of input models. We created
variability rule sets for each set of variants, starting with including
a single variant and subsequently adding one more until the rule
set included all input variants. We performed each experiment
twice, first ordering the variants from low complexity to high
complexity, second reversing the order.

In Table 6, an overview is provided for each data set showing
the total amount of rules and amount of distinct event labels for
each rule set. When including additional variants in the rule set,
naturally the amount of event labels increases as the newly added
variants may contain activities (and, hence, event labels) that do
not occur in the variants included earlier. The total amount of rules
appears to be correlated with the amount of event labels.

Subsequently, for each type of rules, the ratio between the
amount of rules and labels was compared with the amount of
variants, as shown graphically in Fig. 19. When inspecting the
results for the individual types of rules, a number of observations
can be made. immediate response and precedence tend to remain
constant or slightly decrease relative to the amount of labels.
Furthermore, exists immediate response decreases strongly relative
to the amount of labels after adding more variants. When exists
immediate response decreases, this is generally compensated by an
increase in exists eventual response. This is particularly evident for
the IBM and Nokia models. The conflict rules vary for each set of
models, but generally appear to be higher relative to the amount
of event labels. This can be explained by the symmetric nature of
the conflict rules. For instance, A # B by definition implies B # A.
Consequently, this single relation between two activities leads to
two rules: AG(A ⇒ AG ¬B) and AG(B ⇒ AG ¬A). As a result, the
impact of the amount of conflict relations on the total amount of
rules is generally high.

This is clearly reflected by the graph representing the total
amount of rules. Any peak in the amount of conflict rules is also
visible in the total amount of rules. By removing the conflict rules
from the total amount of rules (see the graph on the bottom left
of Fig. 19), this intuition is confirmed as for all models the rules
appear to be related to the amount of labels and tend to slowly
decrease when more variants are added to the rule set.

The cyclic relations only occur for fivemodels in the data set: Big
(7), KGE (2),Municipality (9), Nokia (4) and Proj (4). In addition, the
amount of relations remains constant when adding more models,
with the exception of the municipality data set where the amount
of cyclic rules decreases to 5. The concurrency relations only occur
for three models in the data set: Bank (3, but only with a single
model), Hiring (1) and KGE (4). This low and constant amount of
rules can be explained by the fact that cyclic and concurrency re-
lations are determined by their mutual occurrence among models.
Any new event added to a cycle or concurrent path in a new variant
would not result in a new cyclic or concurrency rule in the rule
set, as such a new rule would not hold for all input variants. As
the amount of rules is very low compared to the amount of event
labels, we have omitted the graphs for these two types of relations.

When starting with the most complex model and subsequently
adding the less complicated models (as opposed to the other way
around), the initial amount of rules is higher, but approaches the
same complexity when adding more/all models.

10 http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/semdiff/.

http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/semdiff/
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Table 6
Overview of rules in the data set, sorted on increasing complexity.

# Included variants

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Anonymous Event labels 17 22 28
Total rules 34 42 58

Bank Event labels 17 19
Total rules 34 31

Big Event labels 15 15
Total rules 35 35

Hiring Event labels 14 18 18 19
Total rules 22 26 24 23

IBM Event labels 30 33 49 50 103 105 137 139 155 155 164 164
Total rules 84 99 165 165 296 299 376 379 413 413 443 443

KGE Event labels 22 29 36
Total rules 51 80 121

Municipality Event labels 25 32 35 40 42
Total rules 134 120 143 166 212

Nokia Event labels 16 20 28 28
Total rules 36 44 60 60

Proj Event labels 10 10 13
Total rules 20 20 19

Fig. 19. Rules vs. labels for variants of increasing complexity.
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Table 7
Overview of rules in the data set, sorted on decreasing complexity.

# Included variants

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Anonymous Event labels 22 24 28
Total rules 34 42 58

Bank Event labels 15 19
Total rules 34 31

Big Event labels 15 15
Total rules 35 35

Hiring Event labels 15 16 19 19
Total rules 22 26 24 23

IBM Event labels 15 18 35 36 73 75 121 123 131 133 161 164
Total rules 84 99 165 165 296 299 376 379 413 413 443 443

KGE Event labels 27 33 36
Total rules 51 80 121

Municipality Event labels 38 38 40 42 42
Total rules 261 258 245 217 212

Nokia Event labels 24 24 26 28
Total rules 36 44 60 60

Proj Event labels 12 13 13
Total rules 20 20 19

An overview of the total rules and the event labels for models
ordered on decreasing complexity is provided in Table 7. The
impact of the most complex model is particularly evident for the
Municipality models, where the total amount of rules is even de-
creasingwhen addingmoremodels. For this specific set of variants,
the difference in complexity between the most complex variant
and the least complex variant is by far the largest among the
different models evaluated in this paper. As a consequence, the
rule set containing a single variant (i.e. the most complex variant)
requires the highest amount of rules to describe the behavior of the
model. Any subsequent variant added to the rule set reduces the
amount of rules, as it relaxes a number of the constraints imposed
by the first variant.

The relations between individual types of rules and the amount
of labels is illustrated graphically for all data sets in Fig. 20. The
trends that can be identified here confirm the observations made
based above on the analysis for increasing complexity, as the
tendency for the amount of rules to decrease relative to the amount
of labels involved is even more pronounced.

6.6. Performance and computational complexity

For each variability case, the execution times required to obtain
the rule sets were captured. The analysis was executed using a
laptop with Intel i7 2.5 GHz, running JVM 8with 16 GB of allocated
memory. In all cases, the generation of the declarative variability
rules completed within 25 ms.

The theoretical complexity of the entire method can be derived
as follows. The complexity of the transformation step of each Petri
net is defined byO(( |B|

ζ
)ζ ), where B is the set of places (conditions)

of the unfolding and ζ is the maximal size of the presets of the
transitions in the original net [20]. The subsequent transformation
of the complete prefix unfolding into an event structure is linear
time using the concurrency relation during the computation of
the unfolding. Finally, the complexity of the construction of the
compound behavior relation sets from Definition 9 is defined by
O(|EV |

2). As such, the total complexity is dominated by the trans-
formation step from each Petri net to its respective unfolding and
subsequent event structure, and, therefore, the amount of input
processes involved in the set of variability rules.

7. Related work

Business process variability is closely related to design-time
process adaptability and runtime process flexibility, which both
support process change [21]. Existing approaches that offer process
change can be subdivided into those allowing change within im-
peratively specified business processes and those allowing change
through a declarative approach [22–24].

When offering design-time change within imperatively speci-
fied business processes,many existing approaches apply principles
directly from variability as used within software product lines –
such as feature modeling and variation points [25]. A software
product line consists of a family of closely related software prod-
ucts with a single generic implementation. Differences between
each product within the product line are described using feature
models. When creating a variant, the relevant features are selected
and integrated at, so called, variation points within the generic
implementation. When applying this principle to business process
adaptability, the generic implementation is provided by an imper-
atively specified business process with included variation points.
Approaches using these principles include [26–37].

On the other hand, Hallerbach et al. [38] employs the same prin-
ciples to offer change during process enactment. Of course, a single
generic model incorporating all possible variations can contain
configurations which lead to unsound processes. To address this
problem, van der Aalst et al. [39] propose a verification approach
which is able to characterize all feasible configurations at design-
time,while in [40], the authors propose configurations that are able
to maintain correctness.

In order to obtain generic models, [41–45] propose process
merger. When applying this approach, variants are merged into
a single generic model using a number of different techniques
such as a new temporal process logic TPL, or CoSeNets. Likewise,
Buijs et al. [46] propose and evaluate four merging techniques to
describe a family of business process variants using configurable
process models.

Alternatively, van der Aalst and Basten [47] utilize principles
from object-oriented programming languages to define process
inheritance. Inheritance is a mechanism which allows a subclass
to inherit features from a superclass. When applied to business
processes, inheritance defines a bisimilarity relation over two pro-
cess models. A process model is a subclass of another process
model when the subclass and superclass are bisimilar under cer-
tain conditions. Milani et al. [48], on the other hand, propose a
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Fig. 20. Rules vs. labels for variants of decreasing complexity.

decomposition based method using sub-processes which decides
which parts should be modeled together, and which should not.

Design-time change within imperatively specified business
processes, however, require all possible features to be modeled
(and therefore known) in advance. In addition, some features
may have relations with other features (e.g., be exclusive or pre-
required) that must be modeled. Assy et al. [49] build hierarchi-
cal consolidated process models from collections of event logs,
which creates nested process fragments and allows to visualize the
variability at different levels of abstraction. This does improve the
maintainability problem, but still requires to specify all features of
all variants. Declarative process specifications, on the other hand,
do not require this knowledge to bemodeled in advance. Therefore,
we focus on declarative process specifications that allow to model
different variants with varying degrees of variability.

Declarative process specifications offer change naturally
through underspecification. Anything not specifically specified
is subject to possible change. Numerous declarative approaches
exist, of which most focus on supporting change during process
enactment. Existing approaches consist of both formal and infor-
mal approaches. Informal approaches are those that lack either a
formal representation of the used model, a formal specification,
or both. Informal approaches include the work of Sadiq et al.

[50] which propose an algorithmic approach, and Pascalau et al.
[51] which extend the compliance work in [52] which suffers
from informal reduction rules. Other approaches offer change by
specifying pre- and post-conditions for structured activities. Any
change is allowed, as long as pre-conditions are met and post-
conditions can be met. Such approaches include [53] and [54].

Existing formal approaches employ temporal logics to define
the control flow of business processes during process enactment.
Any change is allowed, as long as the temporal logic specifica-
tions are not violated. Approaches include [55–58]. Maggi et al.
[59] extend upon [55] in order to support change pre-runtime,
but report verification issues when encountering arbitrary cycles.
Finally, Schunselaar et al. [60] extend upon [55] with configurable
inclusion of activities and specifications.

DeGiacomoet al. [61] extend thewell-known imperative BPMN
BPD specification with declarative flow control in order to develop
a truly declarative business process specification. However, the
approach does not consider parallel behavior or runtime conse-
quences of the notation. For example, insertable tasks can be re-
peated any number of times, or can simply be avoided all together.
In other words, tasks are either entirely optional, or required
without any option for change. Having a required task which can
be included in different places of the business process is simply
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not possible, and considering parallel support would only increase
these issues.

Marrella and Lespérance [62] present an approach to generate
process templates by employing a partial-order planner. In this
approach, the goal and cases have to be specifiedwhere the partial-
order planner generates the possible paths that satisfy the con-
straints and properties of the domain. Our approach is orthogonal
to the approach presented in [62], as we generate the constraints
based on a set of input models.

Although declarative process specifications overcome the diffi-
culties of imperative variability – which require knowledge of all
change in advance – their abstract nature does introduce design
difficulties which the intuitive imperative specification does not
face. In this paper, we alleviate these issues through an automated
approach that merges business process variants into a declarative
specification of a process family which not only captures the spe-
cific variants, but also any variant in between those specified.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an approach to automatically gen-
erate a declarative variability rule set from a set of business pro-
cess variants. The method relies on the use of event structures
and PES prefix unfoldings for the identification of behavior rela-
tions of the individual input process variants. These unfoldings are
subsequently combined into a compound prime event structure,
from which the different sets of variability rules are obtained,
formulated using the well-known temporal logic CTL. The method
allows to combine the rules defining the control-flow with rules
specific to laws and regulations, such that each variant in a business
process family is guaranteed to be compliant with those laws
and regulations, while allowing the required flexibility for each
different variant.

The proposed approach has been implemented in a tool called
Apromore and subsequently evaluated on both a real life case
from local eGovernment in the Netherlands and an existing set
of models available online. We showed the applicability of the
approach to newly identified process variants and demonstrated
the ease of checking the conformance of that process variant to the
obtained variability rule set.

In addition, we explored the effect of the complexity and size
of the input variants on the resulting set of rules. The result show
that the total amount of rules appears to be correlated with the
amount of event labels. However, with an increasing number of
input variants in a rule set, the total amount of rules tends to
decrease, as the added variability (through the increase of different
behavior allowed by the rules) generally reduces the ‘‘behavioral
constraints’’ induced by the rules.

Finally, the evaluation showed that our approach for auto-
matically generating a declarative set of variability rules is both
effective and efficient. Even with a considerable increase in the
complexity of the models, the entire variability rule set could be
generated within 25 ms.

The automated assembly of rule sets with high variability, from
either input processes, or runtime traces, has important implica-
tions for automated composition of variable service compositions.
Similar to the assembly of these rule sets, rules for automated
composition of service compositions can be created, with a high
degree of variability, customizability, and personalization. In addi-
tion, runtime adaptations of such a composition can be detected
and automatically incorporated in the original rule set. Finally, it
can be used to assess the paths of a process variant that are not
compatible with the generic variability rules.

For future work, we plan to apply this approach to a runtime
setting, involving a variable service composition, in order to test
its feasibility in a real-life business scenario.

Appendix A. CTL semantics

Kripke structures are used to interpret temporal logics. Tem-
poral logics are formalisms that are able to reason over linear-
or branching-time execution paths within system models. Linear-
time temporal logics specify events over sequences of states known
as paths. A path π is an infinite sequence of states π = s0, s1, . . . ,
such that the relation (si, si+1) exists for every i ≥ 0. Branching-
time temporal logics specify events over tree-like structureswhere
branches represent possible execution paths. A Kripke structure is
defined as follows [63]:

Definition 20 (Kripke Structure). Let AP be a set of atomic proposi-
tions. A Kripke structure K over AP is a quadruple K = (S, S0, R, L),
where:

• S is a finite set of states.
• S0 ⊆ S is a set of initial states.
• R ⊆ S × S is a transition relation such that it is left-total,

meaning that for each s ∈ S there exists a state s′ ∈ S such
that (s, s′) ∈ R.

• L : S → 2AP is a labeling function with the set of atomic
propositions that are true in that state.

Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [16] is a branching-time temporal
logic used with formal verification. CTL is especially useful when
considering the different branching constructs available to compo-
sitions. The semantics of Computation Tree Logic (CTL) are defined
on a Kripke structure M using the minimal set of CTL operators
{¬,∨, EX, EG, EU}.

Definition 21 (Semantics of CTL). M, si |= φ means that the
formula φ holds at state si of the model M . When the model M is
understood, si |= φ is written instead. The relation |= is defined
inductively as follows:

si |= ⊤ iff si ̸|= ⊥

si |= p iff p ∈ L(si)
si |= ¬φ iff si ̸|= φ

si |= φ ∨ φ′ iff si |= φ or si |= φ′

si |= EX φ iff ∃(si, si+1) ∈ R | si+1 |= φ

si |= EG φ iff ∃π = si, si+1, si+2, . . . |

∀n : (n ≥ 0 ∧ si+n |= φ)
si |= E[φ U φ′

] iff ∃π = si, si+1, si+2, . . . |

∃m : (m ≥ 0 ∧ si+m |= φ′

∧∀n : (0 ≤ n < m : si+n |= φ))

Further CTL operators can be obtained through the following
equivalences:

EFφ ≡ E[true U φ]

AFφ ≡ ¬EG¬φ
AXφ ≡ ¬EX¬φ
AGφ ≡ ¬EF¬φ
A[φ U φ′

] ≡ ¬(E[¬φ′ U ¬(φ ∨ φ′)] ∨ EG¬φ′)

Appendix B. Transition graph

A transition graph is obtained from a Petri net through the
following steps [15,1]. Consider that a transition t of a Petri net is
enabled when ∀p ∈ •t : M(p) > 0, then a multiset Y of transitions
is enabled iff ∀t ∈ Y ,∀p ∈ •t :

∑
(p,t)∈A 1 ≤ M(p), where 1 is

the weight of the arc or number of tokens required per transition.
The differentmultisets Y of parallel enabled transitions are defined
through the following definition [15,1]:

Definition 22 (Parallel Enabled Binding Elements). The sets of all
possible parallel enabled transitions Ypar (M) at a marking M is
obtained through the following steps:
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• Y (M) = {t | ∀p ∈ •t : M(p) > 0} is the set of transitions
enabled at a markingM .

• Ysim(M) = {Y | Y ∈ P(Y (M)) ∧ ∀t ∈ Y ,∀p ∈ •t :∑
(p,t)∈A 1 ≤ M(p)} are the sets of possible transitions that

may fire simultaneous at markingM , with P(Y (M)) being the
power set of enabled transitions.

• Ypar (M) = {Y | Y ∈ Ysim(M) ∧ ∀Y ′
∈ Ysim(M) : Y ̸⊂ Y ′

∧ Y ̸=

∅} are the largest sets of parallel enabled transitions obtained
from Ysim(M).

Using Ypar (M), we convert a Petri net into a Kripke structure
by creating states at each marking Mi for each set of transitions
that can fire concurrently at a marking Mi, and then having each
transition fire individually to find possible next states [15,1]:

Definition 23 (Transition Graph). Let AP be a set of atomic proposi-
tions. The transition graph of a Petri net withmarkingsM0, . . . ,Mn
is a Kripke structure K = (S, S0, R, L) over AP , with:

• AP = {M0, . . . ,Mn} ∪ {t ∈ Y | Y ∈ Ypar (M0)∪ · · · ∪ Ypar (Mn)}
• S = {sYi | Y ∈ Ypar (Mi) : 0 ≤ i ≤ n}
• S0 = {sY0 | Y ∈ Ypar (M0)}
• L(sYi ) = {Mi} ∪ Y
• R = {(sYi , sj) | t ∈ Y ∧ Mi ∈ L(sYi ) ∧ Mj ∈ L(sj) ∧ Mi

t
−→

Mj ∧ L(sYi ) \ {Mi, t} ⊆ L(sj)} ∪ {(sYi , s
Y
i ) | Y = ∅}.11
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